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Abstract—This article proposes a radiation hardened 

parallel IO port capable of tolerating radiation induced 

soft errors including single event upsets (SEUs) as well as 

single event transients (SETs). To investigate the soft 

error tolerance capability of the proposed design, we 

simulated it using the Cadence tool and showed its 

offered advantages. Comparing with the conventional and 

well-known TMR IO port, the proposed architecture 

results in less hardware redundancy and design cost. 

Through an analytical analysis, we also showed that, our 

design has lower failure probability than the TMR 

approach. It also is notable that, among the considered 

previous counterparts, our proposed design is the only 

one that is capable of tolerating both the SEUs and SETs.  

 

Index Terms—Parallel IO port, Single Event Upset 

(SEU), Single Event Transient (SET), Triple Modular 

Redundancy (TMR). 
 

I.  INTRODUCTION 

Following CMOS technology scaling-down and supply 

voltage reduction, sensitivity of CMOS circuits to 

radiation induced soft errors is increasing dramatically [1]. 

Two types of soft errors induced by radiation would 

occur in sequential and combinational parts of logic 

circuits. The phenomena of an unwanted upset of 1 to 0 

or 0 to 1 in a memory cell such as an SRAM cell, level 

sensitive latch or flip-flop (generally sequential logic)  

caused by an energetic particle strike is called single 

event upset (SEU) [1-3]. Particle strikes could incur an 

unwanted glitch (a voltage pulse) in the combinational 

logic that is called single event transient (SET) [4-7]. 

To mitigate SEUs and SETs in logic circuits, triple 

modular redundancy (TMR) is a very conventional and 

widely used techniques in all levels of abstraction [8-9]. 

Employing three flip-flops with a voter circuit instead of 

one flip-flop in sequential parts can mask an SEU in one 

of the flip-flops and result in significant improvement in 

reliability of the circuit. Using the same strategy in 

combinational part can improve the robustness of the 

circuit against radiation induced SETs [10]. A schematic 

diagram for structure of the mentioned TMR technique in 

both sequential and combinational parts is shown in Fig. 

1. The TMR approach is a very effective solution for 

tolerating SEUs and SETs. However, large design 

overhead imposed by this technique has limited its 

application [1]. 

Duplication with comparison (DwC) is another 

effective and also well-known technique to tolerate soft 

errors both in sequential and combinational logic [10]. In 

this technique, two copies of a module are used. A 

monitoring for the modules at output can be applied by an 

XOR gate [10]. By DwC, the occurrence of fault in one 

of the employed modules can be detected, but not to be 

located and nor to be masked [10-11]. Therefore, DwC is 

a fault detecting technique, while, the TMR approach is a 

fault detecting and also masking technique [10].  

The SEU and SET soft errors can happen in different 

parts of a digital system such as memory units or inside 

of a microprocessor, such as cache memories, IO ports, 

combinational and sequential parts. To combat with the 

aforementioned soft errors, various techniques in all 

levels of abstraction are suggested [1-15]. One cost-

benefit technique for improving the robustness of digital 

circuits against soft errors is radiation hardening by 

design [1, 3, 7-10]. However, along with the more and 

more decrease in CMOS dimensions, the issue of single 

event multiple-node upset has been emerged [3, 9]. In this 

issue, as a result of a particle strike to today CMOS 

transistors, more than one node would be affected. 

Therefore, previous circuit level solutions for SEU/SET 

soft errors would not satisfy design reliability 

requirements [3]. For this reason, this paper focuses on 

module level techniques that can still satisfy needed 

design constraints and also reliability requirements [12]. 

Heretofore, some techniques for soft error tolerance of 

IO ports are suggested [11-15]. In the following of this 

paper, we will show and argue the advantages and 

drawbacks of the mentioned previous techniques. Also, a 

new module level design for IO port is proposed that 

basically is based on duplication. The proposed IO port is 

capable of masking SEUs as well as SETs with less 

power consumption and area overhead in comparison 

with the TMR technique (triplication in only flip-flops). 

The next section discusses previous related work. The 

third section introduces our proposed radiation hardened 

IO port. In section 4, simulation results and analytical 

analyses regarding the considered designs are presented. 
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Fig.1. SEU and SET mitigation using the well-known TMR technique 

II.  RELATED WORK 

In literature, some techniques for fault tolerant design 

of IO ports have been proposed. In [11], the duplication 

technique has been used for detecting and reporting of a 

single bit error. In [12], a modified duplication technique 

was proposed that could detect an SEU or SET with a 

little more increase in area and power overhead compared 

with the traditional duplication technique. This design 

can improve the reliability as it is capable of detecting 

(and not masking) both the SEUs and SETs. 

Fig. 2 shows the conventional IO port used in LEON 

processor [13-14] (a radiation hardened processor) or 

Virtex-E FPGA from Xilinx Corporation [15]. As can be 

found in the figure, there are two latches including one 

for storing the logic value that is for being written to IO 

pad and the other for the logic data value read from the 

pad. As discussed in [1-6], generally latches are prone to 

be affected by energetic particle strikes dramatically. 

Furthermore, the SETs came from combinational parts of 

the circuit. They could affect the data for being written 

into the IO pad. Therefore, SEU and SET tolerance in IO 

pads for reliability essential applications are necessary 

[12].  Fig. 3 depicts the proposed IO port in [12] and Fig. 

4 shows an IO port architecture equipped with the DwC 

technique.   

In design suggested in [12] (shown in Fig. 3), data is 

captured by the first latch when the write enable signal is 

high and is captured by the redundant latch when the 

write enable is low. Using this policy, an SET in input 

data would be detected by the XOR gate and the write 

error signal will be activated by the AND gate. Similarly, 

if an SEU happens in one of the duplicated latches, the 

employed XOR gate can detect the occurrence of data 

corruption in one of the latches. In fact, this technique 

can just detect the SEU/SET errors. 

 

III.  THE PROPOSED RADIATION HARDENED IO PORT 

The proposed IO port shown in Fig. 5 is based on 

duplication redundancy. As can be seen in the figure, a 

voting circuitry with a feedback from the output is 

applied  to  the  duplicated   latches. Therefore,  the   next 

output of the voter is a majority vote of the employed two 

latches as well as the present state of the voter. In case of 

SEU occurrence in one of the duplicated latches, only one 

of the three inputs of the voter is faulty and hence it will 

result an error free output. By this strategy, a three 

majority voting mechanism using two latches instead of 

three, is implemented with occupying less area and 

obtaining higher reliability for SEU. Implementation of 

such architecture can be easily performed by the CAD 

tools. In the following, we will also discuss about the 

circuit level implementation of the proposed IO port. 

 

 

Fig.2. Conventional IO port 

 

Fig.3. The proposed fault tolerant IO port in [12]
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Fig.4. Duplicated IO port 

To be able to also mitigate the SETs, the input data 

signal (Fig. 5) is applied directly to the first latch while a 

delayed data signal is inputted into the second latch. 

Using this strategy, the SET effect will be eliminated and 

no consequences will be resulted by the voter. A timing 

diagram for data signal, the delayed data signal and 

output of both latches in case of SET occurrence is shown 

in Fig. 6. Tracking the figure, as the resulted pulses at 

output of the latches are not synchronic, the voter will 

filter out the SET pulse and a fault free output will be 

resulted by the voter. 

The key element in our SEU/SET tolerant IO port is 

the voting circuitry (shown in Fig.5). In register-transfer 

level (RTL) design or design for field programmable gate 

arrays (FPGA), this architecture can be designed or 

described easily by the hardware description languages 

(HDL). Some reconsiderations in synthesis tools would 

be needed. In transistor level design or design for 

application specific integrated circuits (ASIC), a cost 

benefit implementation of the voter circuit is shown in 

Fig. 7. This circuit (the so-called guard-gate [16]) is 

composed of a C-element and a 4-transistor keeper. C-

element is 4-transistor, 2-input and 1-output gate that acts 

as an inverter when the inputs are agree and takes a high 

impedance at its output when the inputs are disagree [1]. 

In this circuit, inputs I1 and I2 come from the employed 

two latches (Fig. 5). When an SEU occurs in one of the 

latches, I1 and I2 turn to be disagree. Therefore, keeping 

the previous state by the keeper, the output of the guard-

gate stays fault-free. When I1 and I2 are agree, SEU in the 

keeper cannot last as the C-element returns output Q to its 

original state. It is notable that, the suggested gaur-gate 

includes only eight transistors while, a transistor level 

implementation of the conventional voter (used in Fig.1 

for the TMR technique) needs fourteen transistors [10]. 

Therefore, we can conclude that, our proposed IO port 

not only needs one latch circuit less than the TMR, but 

also its voter circuit is less expensive than the one of 

TMR. 

For the circuit level design, one solution for the delay 

element employed in our design (shown in Fig.5) can be 

the circuit we proposed in our earlier work [7] and shown 

in Fig.8. In this circuit, the amount of the delay provided 

by the circuit can be tuned by changing the number of 

transmission gates (TG) employed and also by transistor 

resizing. In [7], we showed that this circuit itself is 

capable of SET filtering. Fig.9 shows normal operation as 

well as the SET filtering capability of this circuit [7].  

 

IV.  SIMULATION RESULTS 

Reliability and soft error tolerance usually obtained at 

the expense of redundancy. In this paper, we achieved 

both SEU and SET tolerance capabilities using hardware 

redundancy. Redundancy mostly comes out by design 

overhead in power, delay and area [17-18]. In order to 

investigate the efficiency of the proposed IO port, we ran 

a circuit level simulation for the conventional IO port 

(shown in Fig. 2), the duplicated architecture (shown in 

Fig. 4), the new design suggested in [12], the TMR 

architecture and our proposed IO port (Fig. 5) using the 

Cadence tool with 90nm TSMC CMOS model. 

 

 

Fig.5. The Proposed radiation hardened IO port 
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Fig.6. Timing diagram of the proposed IO port when SET is happened Fig.7. Circuit diagram of guard-gate and its signaling 

 

Fig.8. Proposed delay element and also SET filter in [7] 

 

  
(a) (b) 

Fig.9. Operation of the proposed SET filter in [7] in a) normal operation and b) in presence of SET pulse 

For soft error injection, a double exponential current 

source proposed in [19] and employed widely [1-5] is 

used. The current shape of the model is given by (1).  
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Where Qtotal is the total induced charge, τr and τf are 

rise and fall time constant coefficients that the considered 

values for them are 1.64E-10 and 5E-11 [1, 19] 

respectively. This current source is applied to the 

considered sensitive nodes to model the induced charge 

by the hit energetic particle. 

A.  SEU Mitigation capability  

An SEU can happen in a latch when its enable signal is 

low and the latch is holding data sampled during the 

active phase [1]. In this mode (the so-called holding 

mode), the latch cannot capture data from input and 

therefore, SETs cannot affect the stored data in latch [1].  

Fig. 10 shows the simulation result of an injected SEU 

to one of the duplicated latches (the first latch) where the 

write signal is low and the latches are in their holding 

state. As can be found from the result, although as a result 

of a particle strike, an SEU is happened in one of the 

latches, the final output of the voter is fault free. 
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B.  SET Mitigation Capability 

When the enable signal of a latch is high, the latch is 

transparent, i.e. the output of the latch is equal to its input. 

In this time, any SET on input data signal can affect the 

output of the latch [7]. 

To evaluate the SET mitigation capability of the 

proposed design, an SET is injected to input of the write-

latches. The result from the associated simulation is 

shown in Fig. 11. As can be seen in the figure, the voter 

has filtered out the generated pulse and the output is fault 

free. 

C.  Area, Power and Performance Analysis 

As expressed earlier, generally fault tolerant techniques 

impose redundancies in hardware, software or time 

resulting in power, area and performance overhead. Fault 

tolerant design with lower penalties in area, power and 

performance is the most important concern of designers 

in fault tolerant system design. Our proposed IO port has 

a fault masking capability like TMR with enhanced 

capability of masking the SETs, but employs the 

hardware redundancy as low as the duplication method. 

In order to evaluate power consumption and performance 

of our proposed design, it is compared with simple IO 

port, duplicated IO port, TMR IO port and the proposed 

method in [12]. The comparative analyses are presented 

in TABLE I. For an easier comparison, the quantities of 

power, propagation delay, power delay product (PDP) 

and area (in terms of transistor count) are normalized 

based on the associated quantities for the simple IO port. 

In TABLE II, a qualitative comparison in terms of 

SET/SEU detecting and masking capabilities among the 

considered designs is presented. The measured values in 

accomplished simulations (using the Cadence simulator 

with 90nm technology model) is 9µW for power 

consumption and 46.16ns for propagation delay of the 

simple IO. 

The simulation results reported in TABLE I reveal that, 

the TMR technique has 36.1% more power consumption 

and 20% more area overhead than our design while it is 

not capable of masking the SETs. In comparison with the 

duplication technique, our design has 10% more power 

consumption and 33% more area overhead while it 

achieves much more reliability as it can detect and also 

mask both the SEU and SET soft errors. As expressed 

earlier, the duplication technique or the proposed designs 

in [11] and [12] are only capable of reporting the 

occurrence of an error but they cannot mask it. In other 

words, our proposed design has the SEU masking 

capability like the TMR technique (with even more 

reliability due to the less area overhead and fewer 

sensitive nodes) and also SET masking capability while 

occupies less area, power and delay overhead (similar to 

the duplication technique). 

D.  Reliability Analysis 

To evaluate the SEU reliability improvement offered 

by our design, we compared it with the TMR technique as 

it is the only design with capability of SEU masking 

among the other techniques we considered in this paper. 

To do this, we consider the analytical equations proposed 

in [20]. 

Table 1. Comparison of power, delay and area overhead of the 

considered designs 

IO port Power 
Propagation 
Delay PDP Area 

Simple  1 1 1 1 

Duplication 2.16 1.92 4.148 2.14 

Proposed in [12] 2.32 1.95 4.52 2.57 

TMR 3.24 1.97 6.38 3.43 

Our Design 2.38 2.11 5.02 2.86 

Table 2. Comparison of reliability capabilities for the considered 

designs 

IO port 
SET 

Detection 
SEU 
Detection 

SET 

Masking 

SEU 

Masking 

Simple  × × × × 

Duplication × 
 × × 

Proposed in [12]   × × 

TMR ×  ×  

Our Design     
 

 

Assuming a single bit error probability of e, probability 

of failure in the TMR technique is given by (2). Similarly, 

this probability for our proposed technique is given by (3).  

 
32

TMR 23 eeP                              (2) 

 
2

designour eP                               (3) 

 

Where, P denotes the failure probability associated 

with the TMR technique and our design. 

Fig. 12 compares the related failure probability versus 

the error probability e. The results confirm that, our 

proposed design has a considerable higher reliability (for 

SEU) than the conventional TMR technique. The 

reasoning for the obtained results is that the TMR 

technique employs more hardware redundancy than our 

proposed design. Therefore, probability of particle strikes 

effect in the TMR technique is more than our design [1]. 

Once again, it should be noted that (referring TABLE 

II), none of the other considered designs offer the 

capability of SET filtering (masking). Therefore, it does 

not make sense to think about the reliability improvement 

of our proposed design for SET errors over the other 

counterparts. It is notable that, based on the amount of 

delay provided by the employed delay element (shown in 

Fig. 5), SET pulses with shorter width than that delay can 

be filtered out by our suggested IO circuit. Obviously, 

larger pulses can pass the filter and emerge at the output. 

There should be a trade-off between the amount of the 

delay provided by the delay element and performance of 

the circuit. When our circuit is going to be employed in a 

high frequency application, this delay should not be so 

large. If we set a large delay as well as high frequency 
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inputs, the normal changes in input would be detected as 

an SET pulse and the circuit would filter out the input 

changes. For the applications with lower frequencies, this 

delay can be larger to filter out larger SET pulses. Higher 

energetic particles would result in larger SET pulses [20-

22]. 

Generally, the SET pulses generated in combinational 

logics could threat functionality of the logic circuits only 

when they arrive to latching window of their succeeding 

sequential logic. In such cases, the SET pulse will be 

latched as a wrong data. Otherwise, the SET pulse is not a 

concerning soft error. In fact, when an SET pulse does 

not locate at a latching window, it is masked by the 

circuit inherently (timing masking) [2, 5]. However, by 

increasing the frequency of the circuits, probability of 

locating the SETs in latching window of the succeeding 

sequential logics is increasing [5].  

 
 

 

Fig.10. SEU injection into latch#1 in write mode 

 

V.  CONCLUSION 

In this paper, a new radiation hardened parallel IO port 

is proposed. This IO port can tolerate both the SEU and 

SET soft errors occupying lower redundancies than the 

conventional TMR technique. In order to evaluate our 

design and prove its efficiencies, the simple IO port, 

DwC/TMR IO ports, the proposed IO port in [12] and our 

design are simulated using the Cadence simulator with 

90nm technology model. Both the SEU and SET effects 

are injected to the proposed IO port through the 

performed simulations and the capabilities of our design 

are shown. Furthermore, an evaluation for power 

consumption and propagation delay are presented.  As the 

simulation results reveal, our proposed IO port occupies 

redundancies as low as the DwC IO port (shown in Fig. 4) 

and significantly lower than TMR IO port while it can 

mask both the SEUs and SETs. As TABLE II discusses, 

only our design is capable of masking both the SEU and 

SET errors. We also investigated the soft error tolerance 

efficiency of our suggested design through an analytical 

analysis and showed that, how our design enjoys higher 

reliability than the widely used TMR technique. Some 

suggestions for circuit level implementation of the 

proposed IO port are also provided based on the previous 

preferable work. We can claim in conclusion that, over 

prior radiation hardened parallel IO ports, we not only 

improved the reliability, but also we decreased overhead.  
 

 

Fig.11. SET injection in data_in in write mode 
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(a) (b) 

Fig.12. Reliability analysis of our proposed design and comparison with the TMR technique. a) 10-6 < e < 10-3 and b) 10-3 < e < 10-1 
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